
Setting up workstations with the right systems, applications, and tools can be a laborious and 

manual task for technicians and IT administrators.

This is particularly true for organizations that require 

desktop replication at a huge scale. Organizations can 

only empower their teams if they can be provided with the 

equipment and software needed quickly and with minimal 

friction. 

This is where Macrium Deployment Kit comes in: it 

allows up to 5 technicians to create “master” or “golden” 

images that can be deployed to an unlimited number of 

workstations using a USB device (or PXE). 

Put simply, it ensures consistent workstation and server 

environments can be deployed safely at scale with ease.

Portable
Deploy a master image to an 

unlimited number of workstations.

Consistent
Support all employees with the 

resources they need.

 
Fast

Rapidly return a PC to a known 

state in seconds.

“One of Macrium’s best features has to 

be the speed. Suddenly even the largest 

images could be backed up and restored 

incredibly quickly, more than twice as 

fast as our previous supplier.”

Deployment Kit
Deploy a backup image across unlimited 
workstations and servers



Features

Macrium Software provides comprehensive backup and DR solutions for home or businesses which are used worldwide 

to protect valuable data and operating systems. Using advanced disk imaging technology Macrium solutions provide fast 

reliable and easily recoverable images. With many millions of users worldwide, Macrium is a trusted and reliable solution for 

all data protection needs.
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Rapid Delta Restore
Restore data in a fraction of the time.

File and folder backup and restoration
Restore specific documents quickly.

Fix boot problems
Fix non-booting machines using rescue media.

An alternative to Norton Ghost 
Deployment Kit is a replacement for Norton’s Ghost and 

GSS products. Neither are now available for purchase and 

not a safe option for deploying images at scale.

Deployment Kit has a number of significant advantages 

over Norton’s products:

• Modern hardware support AND driver injection

• Bare Metal (USB/CD ISO/PXE) deployment capabilities

• Ultra fast delta restore to return PC to known state

How to purchase
Talk to your sales representative to purchase Macrium 

Reflect Deployment Kit.

System requirements and compatibility

• Reflect will work on Win XP / Server 2K3 and later.

• Appropriate OS level service packs and hotfixes 

may be required for installation on some Windows 

versions.

• Some features unavailable on Win7 and earlier.

• Standalone install on Vista (Server 2K8) 64 bit 

requires specific attention.

• See Macrium Knowledge Base for details.

ReDeploy
Move a system disk to new hardware.


